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TEST 

Variant: ****** 
Part I. Choose the correct option A, B, C or D. 

1. … to work every day? 

A) Are you walking B) Do you walk C) Do you walking D) Does you walk 

2. A: What do you do? – B: … 

A) I’m 21. B) I’m a student. C) I can see a bird. D) I’m playing a computer game. 

3. You didn’t read the book, … 

A) did you? B) had you? C) are you? D) didn't you? 

4. A: … a drink? – B: Yes, please. 

A) Do you like B) Did you like C) Would you like D) Do you 

5. I … my cousin since last year. 

A) haven’t seen B) didn’t see C) don’t see D) aren’t seeing 

6. I … olives when I was a child, but now I love them 

A) was hating B) used to hate C) had hated D) was used to hate 

7. Our plane … at 5 o’clock in the evening tomorrow. 

A) leaves B) left C) is going to leave D) will be leaving 

8. We … for our exam all day tomorrow. 

A) will have studied B) will studying C) study D) will be studying 

9. What … from 6 to 7 p.m. yesterday? 

A) are you doing B) have you done C) were you doing D) did you do 

10. I would like … you to my friend Anna. 

A) introduce B) introducing C) introduced D) to introduce 

11. Your car makes terrible noises it needs …. 

A) repair B) repairing C) repaired D) to repair 

12. The more we study ... we become. 

A) the smarter B) smarter C) smartest D) the smartest 

13. How long … your husband? 
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A) have you known B) did you know C) have you been knowing D) had you known 

 

 

14. I was late for my flight because I … in the wrong terminal. 

A) was parking B) had parked C) parked D) has parked 

15. … a good trip? 

A) Did you have B) Have you C) Had you D) Had you had 

16. He … for 12 hours by the time he reached Australia. 

A) had been flying B) was flying C) flew D) has been flying 

17. By the end of the month we … to our new house, so you can come and stay with us 

after that. 

A) have moved B) are moving C) will moved D) will have moved 

18. If he hadn’t left footprints, the police … him. 

A) will catch B) hadn't caught C) wouldn’t have caught D) wouldn't catch 

19. Our teacher would be more popular if she … us tests all the time. 

A) doesn't give B) wouldn't give C) didn’t give D) won't give 

20. The weather is awful. I wish it ... stop raining. 

A) would B) had C) have D) will 

 

Part II. Identify the one underlined word or phrase (A, B, C or D) 

that should be changed to make the sentence correct. 
21. A year (A)ago, (B)the management decided to boost (C)sales by (D)enter the European 

market. 

22. We (A)are highly (B)experiencing in handling (C)the requirements of today’s business 

(D)traveller. 

23. It is (A)quite normally for your (B)signature to change (C)during your life, as your 

signature reflects how you (D)evolve as a person. 

24. The stress (A)usually makes us react (B)quickly and efficiently, and gives us (C)a sense 

(D)achievement. 

25. (A)The Prime Minister avoided (B)answering some of the questions (C)from our 

country’s (D)foreign policy. 

26. (A)Heavy rains last week caused (B)levels of sea water (C)to rise; some entered the lake, 

resulting in a four-degree change in temperature (D)in a short space of time. 

27. (A)The most poorest countries, she (B)added, must lead the way in (C)that transition 

with financial assistance from (D)the rich world. 

28. Young people (A)used to spend large (B)amounts of money on music, but the (C)latest 

studies reveal that people under the age of twenty-five now spend five times more money on 

mobile phones (D)then they do on music. 
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29. (A)A shop is (B)the premier international bookshop in Ireland and comprises (C)a large 

range of books, magazines and newspapers, plus a (D)growing Mail Order business. 

30. (A)In order to reduce the tension (B)between global and local demands, (C)much 

companies (D)have adopted a ‘hub and spoke’ structure. 

 

Part III. Choose the best word or phrase (A, B, C or D) to complete 

the text. 
It is (31)... common for multinational businesses to send employees on international 

assignments, (32)... without the right cross-cultural skills, staff will often struggle. Wayne 

Mullen, Head of Learning and (33)... at Standard Bank, discusses the impact that (34)… 

challenges can have on employees relocating to (35) … country. (36)... be (37)... transferred, 

employees must (38)... the host country culture, he argues. 

Colleagues from different countries might share (39)... professional knowledge and skills 

within a single international (40)..., but their ways of working, (41)... skills, body language 

and ways of doing business are (42)... to be (43)... different. They may have different 

patterns of (44)... which need to be (45)... and appreciated in order for everyone  to work 

together successfully. 

 

31. A) Increase B) increasingly C) decrease D) increased 

32. A) So B) and C) which D) but 

33. A) Develop B) Developmental C) Developed D) Development 

34. A) Cultural B) culture C) culturally D) cultured 

35. A) Each B) another C) every D) other 

36. A) In order to B) So C) Because D) But 

37. A) Successful B) unsuccessful C) successfully D) success 

38. A) Understanding B) understood C) understand D) understandable 

39. A) Similarity B) similarly C) simile D) similar 

40. A) Organise B) organisational C) organisation D) organised 

41. A) Social B) society C) sociable D) unsociable 

42. A) Like B) as C) so D) likely 

43. A) Complete B) completely C) completion D) completing 

44. A) behave B) behaviour C) behavioural D) behaviourism 

45. A) understanding B) understood C) understand D) understandable 
 

Part IV. Read the text and do the tasks that follow. 
A plague of hares has been causing such chaos at Milan’s city airport that authorities have 

decided to take drastic measures to try and catch them. Linate airport will close for three 

hours on Sunday while 200 wildlife experts go out on the runways to capture about 80 hares. 
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Hares have been invading the runways for months, confusing the ground radar, and 

endangering aircraft landing and taking off, say officials. ‘In the last two weeks hares have 

ended up beneath the wheels of two tourist charter planes,’ said Alberto Grancini, the Milan 

province official in charge of hunting and wildlife. ‘They could have caused serious 

accidents.’ 

The Milan airports authority said that the hare population at Linate had inexplicably 

increased this year leading to several attempts to drive them away from the airport. 

Unfortunately the hares have refused to leave, so the decision has been made to close the 

airport altogether to try to capture them. 

The operation begins on Saturday, when an area of 4 square kilometres will be fenced off 

including the runways, hangars, and aircraft parking areas. The hare hunters will move in at 

dawn on Sunday, chasing hares until 8 am when Linate will reopen. Twelve flights will have 

to be rescheduled for later in the day. The hare will be taken to protected nature reserves in 

the Milan area and will be released, in the hope that they do not find their way back to the 

airport. 

46. The airport will be closed 

A) for the weekend 

B) for a week 

C) for some time during the weekend 

D) for a month 

47. There are … in the Linate airport. 

A) a little more than 100 hares 

B) 200 hares 

C) 80 hares 

D) hundreds of hares 

48. The hares must be caught because 

A) they attack tourists. 

B) they can cause accidents. 

C) they get onto the planes. 

D) none of the above 

49. The first step in the operation is to 

A) hunt the hares 

B) use nets to catch the hares 

C) close the airport 

D) close off the area 

50. The hares will be 

A) released in the wild 

B) delivered to local restaurants 

C) taken to the zoos 
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D) none of the above 


